
Federal Contractor Tools:
Generating and Managing the FAR Queue



 Who needs to use the Federal Contractor

Tools?

Federal contractors awarded a new contract on or after 
September 8, 2009 that includes the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) E-Verify clause are required to use E-Verify 
to confirm the employment eligibility of all persons hired 
during a contract term.  This includes current employees who 
perform work under a Federal contract within the United 
States.

 Who can enable the Federal Contractor

Tools in the system?

The LawLogix Account Coordinator or Customer Support 
Representative can enable the tools for the account.

Key Notes:



 What is the FAR queue?

The FAR queue is a designated area within Guardian in which 
to manage the I-9s and E-Verify submissions of existing 
employees impacted by the FAR rule.  Through the queue, 
Guardian analyzes I-9 data and provides a step-by-step 
process to meet the additional requirements of the FAR rule.

 How can the FAR queue be generated?

The queue must be generated by an Administrator from within 
the Administration module in Guardian. 

 Who has access to the FAR queue?

All users with E-Verify privileges have access to the FAR 
queue.

Key Notes:



 What tools are available within the system

to assist the User in managing the

employees affected by the FAR rule?

The Batch Processing Queue and Reporting features offer
assistance for managing, preparing, auditing, completing I-9s
and submitting to E-Verify FAR affected employees.

 Who can waive FAR requirements that do

not apply to the employer?

System Administrators can disable non-applicable FAR
Guidelines on the E-Verify page within the System Preferences
area of the system.

Key Notes:



Generate the Batch 

Processing Queue



Select the Administration link. 



Select the Contracts link.



If only contract employees are to be E-Verified,

Administrators select the desired contract(s) from

the Contracts page and click Update Queue.



If all employees are to be E-Verified, Administrators 

select the E-Verify tab in the System Preferences 

area and click Update Queue for All Employees.



Access the Batch 

Processing Queue



Select FAR Queue.



Use search fields as needed

to locate records.



Follow the action prompts

to fix the I-9 first.



Address all I-9 issues to prepare

the I-9 for E-Verify submission.



Follow the question prompts to ensure the I-9

meets the FAR requirements and prepare

the I-9 for E-Verify submission.



Answer the question 

and click the button. 



Confirm the I-9 is 

E-Verify ready.



Reporting



Key Notes:

 What report type is helpful in managing

FAR affected employees?

The Employees report type contains information related to the
employee, the I-9. E-Verify.

 How can the Employee report help?

With the report, users can identify such things as employees
without I-9s, I-9 attestation, I-9 issue count, E-Verify status, and
FAR contract affiliation.  This information can be used to
develop a strategy for meeting the FAR rule requirements and
preparing the I-9s for E-Verify submission.



Select the Employee report type. 



Determine report settings and select

a specific contract if preferred.



Analyze employee data.



Waive Select

FAR Guidelines



Key Notes:

 Who can waive FAR requirements that do

not apply to the employer?

System Administrators can disable non-applicable FAR
Guidelines on the E-Verify page within the System Preferences
area of the system.

 Who can determine which questions

should be waived?

Administrators should consult legal counsel before disabling
FAR Guidelines to confirm that the employer meets all
necessary requirements and guidelines.   Once waived, the
corresponding question(s) will not be visible within the FAR
queue.



Select the Administration link. 



Select the E-Verify tab.



Click the appropriate box(s) to 

disable desired question(s). 



Click Update Info to save.



• Select Tutorials and Information from the vertical toolbar to
access other system tutorials.

• Select the help icon      located in the upper left hand corner of 
the vertical toolbar.

• Send an e-mail to support@lawlogix.com

Further Assistance
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